
I've always considered myselfa feminist, most fervendy when my iemale peers
would lambastthe feminist movement for being chauvinistic and discouraging
femininity. There's t}lis stigma among my generation that feminism is all about
burning your bra, not following rigors ofpersonal hygiene, and being a lesbian, all of
which are laughably untrue. This portrayal offeminism as female chauvinism stems
from the cultural beatingtiat feminism has taken from the American media and
mass culture. That's why, when questioned, girls will have no ldea where they got
tiese misinformed notions about feminism - you can't pinpoint one source when an
entire culture suggests something so pervasively. This denial of feminism is almost
as bad, to me, as actively combating it, An example sp.ings to mind in t}le art world,
where the eighties saw a period ofmen lampooning feminist art {which was clumsy
attimes butwhich articulated - very bluntly - necessary questions) or
expropriating styles that women artists had introduced {performance art, Fluxus,
"kitschy'' needlework) to far greater fiscal success. Both these male artists and my
female peers are taking advantage ofthe feminist movemelt in similar ways:
reaping the fruits oftheir labors, while at the same time discounting that these
women had any significance at all.

I do agree, anddeeply regret, that many young women have no appreciation for the
trials endured by the feminists ofthe 60s and 70s. Few seem to understand that
they could not have even arrived to this conclusion without the revolution that came
before. It's like a pendulum swinging: we have to go towards one extreme before we
can begin to move towards the middle again. I'm ambivalent about the assertion
thatyoungwomen are "indifferent to gender differences," however. Ifs denial, not
indifference. More than ever they vehemently protest the suggestion that there is a
difference at all between the sexes, which seems to me like blatant ignorance. It's
not that girls are unwilling to appear feminine; it's tiat they refuse to analyze their
own behavior and that oftheir peers. This is not to say tiat women are stupid and
can't see that they have a greater tendency towards "prettier things" than men do,
iys iust that tley blame it all on societal constructs rather than seeking to
understand the nature behind it.

I agree with Luke that feminists are inclined to "ignore findings ofinherent
differences between the genders" - a misguided approach that is likely encouraging
the chauvinist interpretation of feminism. Rather than endorsing the opinion that
gender is insignificant and thus should be overlooked entirely, feminists should
embrace scientific stumtrles towards understanding how gendert iologically
innuences us. One of the greatest boons to the movement would be a more accurate
determination ofwhat behaviors or characteristics are evolutionarily inherent in
men or women, because it would shine a bright light on the social fabric ofour
society. We'd be able to hazard tretter guesses, for example, at why women choose
to take environmental science instead ofphysics - whether it's due to a believed,
socially"enforced weakness or an actual one; nature versus nurture.

That said, I don't believe that recogtizing inherent differences between tie genders
is an excuse for ignoring one set ofgender-traits because one wasn't born with an



inclination towards them. I agree tiat "t-he most important mission ofwomen's
studies and the feminist movement is to emphasize and validate individual
differences," and I'd like to see that evolve into a kind ofhuman movement with
everyone striving to achieve a balance offeminine and masculine traits.

That brings me to an important difference between my generation and previous
ones: the associations we have with "feminine" and "masculine" traits. As these are
societal constructs that t've grown up with, many of the words I would list under the
two categories would be tie same as those listed earlier - aggressive, for example,
or passive. But I wouldn't list words like "rational," "self-controlled," or "objective"
on the masculine side, and would substitute "hesitant" for "spontaneous" on the
feminine side. Nothing involving abstraction or intellectualism would go on either
list - I view intelligence as entirely independent of gender. Certainl, gender might
influence towards what purpose that intelligence is harnessed, but I don't associate
the capacity for abstract tiought witi any force that might be considered masculine
or feminine. Perhaps these are limited terms with which to view these two
categories, but my associations with the two are more based on scientific findings
than they are on cultural assumptions. Spatial reasoning, for example, I would
associate with the masculine side.

Personally, I aim for self-improvement through balance ofthese tlvo categories,
masculine and feminine, though I reallyfind it clumsy to use such broad categories
when more specific ones exist. I prefer to think ofit in smaller, comparative terms;
oftlalancing self-interest with concern for others, for example, or of speaking and
listening equally. That mightbe considered indifference to gender differences, but I
feel thatwithin the last few decades, the societal stereotypes for women and men
have loosened considerably, so it's more helpful to think in terms ofthese smaller
comparisons than large-scale ones. Men don't as strongly correspond to the
masculine category, and women don't as strongly correspond to t}re feminine
category as they once did.

I'm not sure what is meant by the suggestion that the women ofmy generation finds
it hard to "acknowledge and proudly assert thelr feminineness." Is it that we're
ashamed to show an interest in the arts or aesthetics? Thatwe're pressured to lead
rather than follow, regardless ofour personal desires? Or in relationships, that
we're unwilling to acknowledge our emotional needs? lt's a complicated discussion,
because current culture so loudly asserts feminineness, and especially sexuality, in
some arenas while puritanically oppressing it in others.

As a side note, I vehemently disagree with the assertion that less news about
feminism is good news, because it hardly means that whatwe're protesting has
subsided. The medi4 andAmerican feminism,largely, has focused on how feminism
applies to privileged white women, and that hasn't changed. Thus, discrimination as
it applies to minorities in America and people ofother cultures hasn't lessened auy;
the difference is that the media has neverbeen interested in coveriog it, and still
isn'L Women in China and Mexico are still paid lower wages than their male



counterparts, and are more heavlly recruited on the basis that they are passive
workers who will not protest blatant human rights abuses, Hell, women are still
paid less than t}lelr male counterparts in America, but tlle glass ceiling has just been
treated with an extra coating of Windex to make it seem like it s not there, More
tian ever, the traditiorEl white feminism ofAmerica needs to focus notjust on itself,
but on how other cultures are still mired in male-dominated worldviews, because
we perpetuate tiese methods every time we buy televisions assembled in Latin
America or food packaged in China. (It continues lo amaze me how globalism and
consumerism have conspired to llnk everything together.)


